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ABSTRACT 
m An integer of the form ax, where a E lN is given and x,m E lN with 
m ~ 2 are arbitrary, is called an almost power (with exponent m). Two dis-
tinct almost powers with equal exponents not equal to 2 are not contained 
in a relatively short interval. For three distinct almost squares the same 
is true. Any number, greater than 1, of distinct positive integers in any 
very short interval do not have a power as their product. 
KEY WORDS & PHRASES: (almost) powers, short intervals 
*) This report will be submitted for publication elsewhere. 
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§1. ALMOST POWERS IN SHORT INTERVALS 
It is easy to see that two distinct powers with the same exponent, i.e. 
integers of the form xm, ym where x,y E lN and m E lN with m ~ 2, cannot have 
a small difference. We now consider also almost powers, i.e. ·integers of the 
form axm, where a is some given positive integer. The first theorem express-
es that two distinct almost powers with the same exponent, but not almost 
squares, cannot be close together. 
THEOREM 1.1. For every a, b, M, £ with a,b,M E lN, M ~ 3 and £ > 0 there 
exists a positive number C = C(a,b,M,£) such that for every interval [N,N+K] 
which contains two distinct integers of the form axm, bym with x,y ,m E lN 
(x,y) ~ (1,1) and m ~Mone has 
1-2/M-£ 
K > CN • 
Observe that the number C does not depend on m, but only on M. We also 
remark that the dependence of the positive numbers C(a,b,M,£) on a and bis 
such that they are bounded (from below) be some positive number C'(p1 , ••• 
V1 Vt I 
••• ,pt,M,£) if a and bare from the set {p1 ••• pt vi E :?Z, vi~ O} of 
integers composed of primes p 1 , ••• , pt. In particular, an interval of the form 
[N,N+c(i::)Nl/3-1::J never contains two distinct integers of the form 2axm, 3Bym 
with x,y,m E lN, a,B E 12; and m ~ 3, a~ 0, B ~ 0. See also Theorem 2 in [1]. 
Two distinct almost squares can be as close as one can (reasonably) wish, 
as is shown in Theorem 1.3.a. Our second Theorem 1.2 shows that three dis-
tinct almost squares cannot be close together. 
THEOREM 1.2. For every a, b, c, £ with a,b,c E lN and£> 0 there exists a 
positive number C = C(a,b,c,£) such that for every interval [N,N+K] which 
2 2 2 
contains three distinct integers of the form ax, by, cz with x,y,z E lN 
one has 
K > CNl/4-1::_ 
Theorem 1.3 shows that the lower bounds for the lengths of the intervals 
in Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 cannot be much improved. 
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THEOREM 1.3. 
a) For every M E IN with M :2: 2 there exist infinitely many N E JN and a posi-
tive number C(M) (with C(2) = 1) such that [N,N+C(M)Nl-2/M] contains two 
distinct integers of the form xM, 2yM with x,y E lN. 
b) There exist infinitely many N E IN and a constant C such that [N,N+cN114J 
contains three distinct integers of the form 2x2, 3y2 , 6z2 with x,y ,z E JN. 
Apart from the remark following Theorem 1.1, nothing is known about the 
way the numbers C of the Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 depend on a, b (,c) and e. To 
prove certain theorems in §2 we need effective versions of Theorems 1.1 and 
1.2, which we state in Theorems 1.4 and 1.5. Also compare Theorem 1.4 with 
Theorem 1 in [1]. 
THEOREM 1.4. Suppose [N,N+K], where 3 ~ K ~ Ncr with O <a< 1, contains two 
m m distinct integers of the form ax, by, where a,b,x,y,m E IN with m:::: 3 and 
m = 3 if x = y = 1, while a and bare m-free. If b/a = 1 we put C(b/a) = 1. 
If b/a-:/- 1, let b/a = pa11 ••• patt with a. E 22-{0}, p. prime (1 ~ i ~ t) and 
· 1 1 
p 1< ••• <pt. Put P = max{pt,3}, H = max{a,b,3} and put C(b/a) = 
min{c0logHloglogH, (t+1)Cot(logP)tloglogP}, where c0 is a certain absolute 
(large) constant. Then 
(1) 
(2) 
Cm3 
H logKloglogK > logN, 
where C is some absolute (large) constant. 
One can also prove inequalities of the form C(H,m)logK > logN, but in 
our applications these would not be improvements of (2). 
THEOREM 1.5. Suppose [N,N+K], where K:::: 3, contains three distinct integers 
2 2 2 
of the form ax, by, cz with a,b,c,x,y,z E JN. Put A= max{a,b,c,3}. Then 
2 3 -CA (logA) (AlogA + logK) (logA + loglogK) > logN, 
where C is some (large) absolute constant. 
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§2. NEIGHBOURING INTEGERS WHICH HAVE A POWER AS THEIR PRODUCT 
In 1975 ERDOS and SELFRIDGE [2] proved the following elegant assertion, 
which had been a conjecture for more than 150 years. 
PROPOSITION. (Erdos, Selfridge). The product of two or more consecutive 
positive integers is never a power. 
The following Theorem 2.1 implies that the product of two or more dis-
tinct integers is never a power if the integers are sufficiently large and 
have an average distance not much greater than 1 (i.e. if the integers 
-1 -1 
n 1 , ••• ,nf satisfy nO<n1< ••• nf and (nf-n1 ) (f-1) < l+c(logf) for certain 
positive constants nO and c), generalising the proposition on consecutive 
-1 integers ((nf-n1) (f-1) = 1). Note, however, that in the latter case the 
constant n0 may be taken as n0 = 0, by the proposition. See also Theorem 
2.2.b for integers for which the average distance is bounded. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let n1 , ••• ,nf be distinct (f ~ 2) integers in [N,N+K] with 
N ~ NO and f ~ K-cK(logK)-1 , where NO and care certain positive constants. 
Then 
for any m E JN with m ~ 2 and any (m1 , ••• ,mf) 
with m. E JN and gcd(m. ,m) = 1 for i = 1, ••• ,f. 
i i 
Theorems 2.2 and 2.3 show that the product of two or more distinct posi-
tive integers is never a power if the integers are neighbouring, i.e. con-
tained in a relatively short interval. In the proofs we use Theorems 1.4 and 
1.5. 
THEOREM 2.2. 
a) For every ( f ,m) E JN2 with f ~ 2 and m ~ 2 there exist positive numbers c- and 
e(f,m) (with limf-+oo e(f,m) = limxn--+a> e(f,m) = 0) suchm~hat if n 1 , ••• ,nf are 
distinct integers in [N,N+c(logN)E(f,m)J then ~=l ni1 i -Jif1 for any 
(m1 , ••• ,mf) with mi E IN and gcd(mi ,m) = 1 for i = 1, ••• ,f. 
b) For every (o,m) E (0,1] x IN with m ~ 2 there exist positive numbers c and 
e(o,m) (with lim0-+-0 E(o,m) = limm-+a> e(o,m) = 0) such that if n1 , ••• ,nf 
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are distinct integers in [N,N+K] with K :;; c(logN)s(o,m) and f 2:: oK+l 
then ~=l n:i i ll'f1 for any (m1 , ••• ,mf) with mi E IN and gcd(mi,m) = 1 
for i = 1, ••• ,f. 
While Theorem 2.2 deals with neighbouring integers whose number or 
average distance is bounded, the first assertion of Theorem 2.3 implies that 
the product of any number (greater than 1) of any distinct integers in an 
interval of the form [N,N+loglogN] is not a square, a cube, ••• , an m-th 
power when N is large enough. However, it does not include the cases where 
mis 'large', e.g. m = [loglogN]. The second assertion of Theorem 2.3 shows 
that the product of two or more distinct integers from a still shorter inter-
val is never a power. 
THEOREM 2.3. 
a) Let m E lN with m 2:: 2. Let n 1 , ••• ,nf be distinct (f 2:: 2) integers in an 
interval [N,N+cm-8 (1oglogN) 2 (1ogloglogN)-1], where c is some positive 
absolute constant. Then TT~ 1 n~i i ~ for any (m1 , ••• ,mf) with m. E lN 1= 1 1 
and gcd(m.,m) = 1 for i = 1, ••• ,f. 
1 
b) Let n1 , ••• ,nf be distinct (f 2:: 2) integers in [N,N+clogloglogN], where c 
_f m, _..m 
is some positive absolute constant. Then "i=l ni 1 i .IN for any m E lN 
with m 2:: 2 and any (m1 , ••• ,mf) with mi E lN and gcd(mi,m) = 1 for 
i = 1 , ••• , f. In particular, TT~ 1 n. .is not a power. 1= 1 
It is, probahJ.y, difficult to relax the conditions gcd (m. ,m) = 1 in 
1 
Theorems 2.2 and 2.3 (it is impossible when mis a prime, of course) in view 
of the following. Two powers ap, bq satisfy nqnp E -JJl1 with m = pq; it is 1 2 
not known that two distinct powers with distinct exponents cannot be close 
2 3 together (apart from finitely many exceptions such as 3 and 2 ). The only 
known general result is due to TIJDEMAN [3]: apart from finitely many excep-
tions, two powers are not consecutive integers. 
Finally we consider the problem of the existence of (as short as possi-
ble) intervals which do contain two or more distinct integers having a power 
as their product. 
THEOREM 2.4. For N 2:: 3 we write K(N) = exp(12(1ogNloglogN) 112 ). For every 
m E lN with m 2:: 2 there exists an infinite set N c lN such that for every 
m 
NE N the interval [N,N+K(N)] contains two or more distinct integers, say 
m 
{ } f Illj_ _.Jll n 1 , ••• ,nf, and integers m1 , ••• ,mf from 1, ••• ,m-1 , with ni=l ni E lN • 
COROLLARY. There exist infinitely many positive integers N such that 
[N,N+K(N)] contains two or more distinct integers having a square as their 
product. 
Form E lN with m ~ 3 we cannot find intervals shorter than 
[N,N+c Nl-2/m] which contain two or more distinct integers having an m-th 
m 
power as their product. 
§3. PROOFS OF THE THEOREMS IN §1 
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PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1. Suppose N ~ axm < bym ~ N+K~2N. First we consider the 
m m trivial case where b/a = c /d for certain c,d E lN with gcd(c,d) = 1. Then 
dm divides a and we obtain 
m m m m m m m m m-1 Kd ~ d (by -ax ) = a( (cy) -(dx) ) ~ a( (dx+1) -(dx) ) > am(dx) 
1-1/M 1/m hence K > N • Now we assume that the real algebraic number (b/a) is 
irrational. By Roth's theorem on rational approximation of algebraic irra-
tionals (see Proposition 1, page 11) we have I (b/a)l/my-xl > cy-(l+e) for 
every e > 0, where c is some positive number depending only one= (b/a)l/m 
m m m-1 m-2 m-1 
and e. Observe that by -ax = a(0y-x) ( (0y) +(0y) x+ ... +x ) . Put z = 
1/m 1/m m 
min{x,y}. Since x,y >> N we have z >> N • Also y ~ N+K ~ 2N. Hence 
1-2/m-e 
> N • 
1-2/m-e Hence K > c 1 (a,b,m,e)N for some positive number c 1 depending only on 
a, b, m and e. We also have 
6 
By a theorem on linear forms in logarithms (see Proposition 3, page 12) we 
have, writing z = max{x,y} (~ 2), 
(3) mlog(y/x) + log(b/a) > exp(-ClogZlogm) 
for some positive number c depending only on a and b. Since zm ~ N+K ~ 2N ~ 
N2 we obtain 
m m m -1 1 2 -ll K ~ by - ax > ax exp (-2cm logm logN) ~ N - Cm ogm 
Hence form> m0 (a,b,M), a certain number depending only on a, band M, we 
1-2/M · have K > N Put c 2 = c 2 (a,b,M,e) = 
K > Nl-2/m-£ > Nl-2/M-£ f M < _< c 2 - c 2 or _ m 
implies the assertion of Theorem 1.1. 
minM< < c 1 (a,b,m,£). Then we have 
-m-mo 1-2/M 
m0 and K > N form> m0 . This 
D 
REMARK. The number C in (3) depends only on the distinct prime divisors of 
a and b. Since c 1 depends, in fact, only on them-free part of a and b, it 
follows that the final constant C = min{1,c2} in Theorem 1.1 depends only 
on the distinct prime divisors of a and band on£ and M. 
2 2 2 ~ PROOF OF THEOREM 1.2. Suppose N ~ ax < by < CZ ~ N+K ~ 2N. If one of vn/a, 
le/a, ✓c/b is rational, then we have, trivially, K > N112 . Hence we may 
assume that these algebraic numbers are all irrational, or, equivalently, 
that 1, le/a and lc/b are linearly independent over the rationals. By 
Schmidt's theorem on simultaneous rational approximation of algebraic irra-
tionalities (Proposition 1) we have, therefore, 
for some positive number c0 depending only on£, lc/b and le/a. Hence 
2 2 2 2 2 K ~ (cz -by) (cz -ax) 
= ab (zlc/b - y) (zlc/a - x) (zlc/b + y) (zlc/a·+ x) 
- (1+e:) . 2 (1-£) /2 
>> z (IIUn x,y,z ) >> N • 
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This proves Theorem 1.2. 0 
PROOF OF THEOREM 1.3. 
a) The assertion for M = 2 follows from the (well-known) existence of in-
finitely many x,y E lN with x2 - 2y2 = 1. Assume M ~ 3. By Dirichlet's 
theorem on rational approximation of irrationals (Proposition 2) there 
exist infinitely many x,y E lN with Jy2l/M_xl < y-l and x,y > M112 • For 
these integers x, y we have 
Put N = min{xM,2yM} then it follows that xM and 2yM belong to the inter-
val [N,N+K] for some K « MNl-2/M. 
b) By Dirichlet's theorem on simultaneous rational approximation (Proposi-
tion 2) there exist infinitely many x,y,z E lN with 
r.::. -1/2 lz1'3-xl < z and r.:. -1/2 lzv2-yl < z • 
In particular y << x << z << x << y. It follows that 
2 2 !Gz -2x I = 2lzh-xl(zh+x) « z-112max{x,z} « 1/2 (max{x,y,z}) , 
Let N = min{6z2,2x2,3y2}, then it follows that 6z2 ,2x2 ,3y2 E [N,N+K] for 
some K << Nl/4 • 0 
PROOF OF THEOREM 1.4. Suppose that N ~ axm < bym ~ N+K, where 3 ~ K ~ Ncr, 
0 < cr < 1. If b/a = 1 then 
-1 -1 -1 hence m(logm) < m ~ (1-cr) =C(b/a)•(.1-cr) . We assume b/a -:f; 1 now. We 
may also assume that (x,y) -:f; (1,1), since otherwise m = 3 and inequality 
(1) of Theorem 1.4 trivially holds since C(b/a) exceeds 3, while inequality 
(2) trivially holds, if x = y = 1, since H ~a~ N, then. Observe that 
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o mm mm m m N ~ K ~by-ax > ax (by /(ax )-1) > ax (mlog(y/x)+log(b/a)) ~N•A 
By Proposition 3 we have, with z = max{x,y} (~ 2), 
{ A = mlog(y/x) + log(b/a) > exp(-ClogHloglogHlogZ·logm), t 
A= mlog(y/x) + I Ct t a.logp. > exp(-(t+l) (logP) loglogPlogZlogm). l. l. i=l 
Since zm $ N+K < 2N $ N2 it follows that 
A~ exp(-2ClogHloglogH•m-1logm•logN}, 
Ct t -1 A~ exp(-2(t+1) (logP) loglogP•m logm•logN) 
which implies that (1) holds 
To prove (2) we use the following result, proved by EVERSE [4], follow-
ing a method of Baker. 
Let x,y E ~ satisfy xm- dym = k, where d E ~, m E lN, k E ~, with 
* m ~ 3 and k ~ 0. Put k = max{lkl,3}. Then 
Cm2 * * 
max{lxl,lyl} < exp((mldl) logk loglogk }, 
where C is some large absolute constant. 
m-1 m m m m-1 m We have b (by -ax ) = (by) - ab x = k, where bm-l $ k $ bm-lK. 
m-1 m * Observe that d = ab $ H and k = max{3,k} $ bm-lK < ~- It follows that 
N ~ bym < exp(HCm31ogKloglogK) for some large constant C. D 
To prove Theorem 1.5 we first prove 
THEOREM 1.6. Let a, b, c, d be square free positive integers with a~ band 
c ~ d and let e and f be integers. If af = ce then we also assume that abed 
is not a square. Then for every solution (x, y, z) E lN3 of the pair of equa-
tions 
(4} 
one has 
2 2 
{ ax -by 
2 2 
ex - dz 
= e 
= f 
· 2 3 
max{x,y,z} < exp(Ca (loga) ylogy), 
where a= max{a,b,c,d}, 8 = max{lel, lfl,3}, y = max{aloga,log8} and C is 
some large absolute constant. 
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In the proof of Theorem 1.6 we use results of Nagel! and Schur on equa-
2 2 tions of the form X - DY = 1 (see Proposition 4) and a lower bound for 
linear forms in logarithms of algebraic numbers (Proposition 3). our method 
of proof is analogous to the proof in [SJ, where it is shown that the only 
solutions of (4) in the case (a,b,c,d,e,f) = (3,1,8,1,2,7) are those corres-
ponding to x ·= 1 and x = 11. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 1.6. We may assume that gcd(a,b) = gcd(c,d) = 1. By (4) we 
have 
2 
{(ax) 
2 
(ex) 
2 
- aby = ae 
2 
- cdz = cf 
Since aecf # 0 and ab and cd are not squares we conclude from Proposition 
4 that 
(5) {
ax + y/ab = (s+tlab) e:~ 
ex+ zlc'a = (u+vlc'a)e:~d 
for certain s,t,u,v,m,n E 72: with lsl,ltl ~ e:ab/aTel and lul, lvl ~ e:cd/cffT. 
Combining (5) with the conjugate equations we obtain, since£~= e:~ and 
-m -m 
e:cd = e:cd' 
(6) {
2ax 
2cx = 
= (s+tlab)e:~ + (s-tlab)e:: 
r-::. m r-::. -m (u+vvcd)e:cd + (u-vvcd)e:cd 
In view of the symmetry in (6) we may a~sume that m ~ 0 and n ~ 0. From (6) 
it follows that 
(7) n Ae:ab m Be:cd = C, 
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where A= c(s+tvab), B = a(u+vlcd), C = a(u-vkd)E~: - c(s-t)vab)E:. 
The minimum polynomial of A is T2 -2csT+c2ae. Hence H(A) = max{1,2clsl, 
c 2alel} $ a 3a·S since, by Proposition 4, £ab< (ab)lab $ a2a. Analogously, 
3a c H(B) $ a •s. We also have H(ED) = 2xD < 2€D and ED~ 1+ YD> 2. Observe 
that A> 0 and B > 0. Also note that B-1 = (u-vkd) (acf)-1, hence B-l $ 
max{lul, lvl}2ftd(aclfl)-1 < a 3a. Also A- 1 < a 3a. We also have 
le I $ a lu-vlcd I + c I s-tvab I $ 2a3as. Observe that c ::/. 0: if c = 0 then 
2 - - 2 
= Ben hence c ae =AA= BB= a cf, so ec = af. From (4) we infer 
cd 
adz2, contradicting that abed is not a square. Since C ::/. 0 we may 
assume, by the symmetry in (7), that C > 0. 
We now show that N := max{m,n,4} satisfies 
(8) -1 2 N (logN) $ c0 a ( loga) ( aloga + logS) 
for some constant c0 • 
CASE 1. 
2 -1 In this case we have m $ log(C B )/logEcd << aloga + logS. Since 
n m 2 2 * AEab = C +Beed< C + C $ 2max{1,C} = C 
we obtain 
* -1 n $ log(C A )/logEab << aloga + logS. 
Therefore (8) holds in this case. 
CASE 2. 
It follows from (7) that 
11 
0 1 (A/) 1 1 / m < (Be:mcd)-1/2 ,-1/2 < og B + n oge:ab - m oge:cd < C Be:cd =: /\ • 
Observe that we also have the upper bound max{(µ/2)- 1 ,(µ/2)-l/ 2}, where 
µ = Ae:~, since µ = C + Be:: < A 112 + A ::;;; 2max{)., A 112}. We use this upper bound 
if n ~ m and the bound A-1?2 if n < m. We may assume now that 4::;;; n < m. From 
Proposition 3 it follows that 
log(A/B) + nloge:ab - mloge:cd 
, 3a 2a 
> exp(-c1log(a f3)logH(e:cd)log(a )logalogm}. 
. m -1/2 -1/2 -m/2 As we saw, we also have the upper bound (Be:cd) < B (H(e:cd)/2) < 
exp (3aloga - 1/2 •mlog (H ( e: cd) /2)) . Combining the bounds we infer 
-1 -1 2 N(logN) = m(logm) « (aloga+logf3)•a•(loga) 
Therefore (8) also holds in this case. 
r-:- n 4na 1/2 From (6) it follows that x < 2max{lsl, ltl}vabe:ab < a f3 • By (8) we 
2 2 3 haven<< a(loga) ylogy. Hence x < exp(Ca (loga) ylogy) for some constant c. 
In view of (4) this inequality also holds for y and z for some c. D 
2 2 2 2 PROOF OF THEOREM 1.5. We have ax - by = e and ax - cz = f for some e,f E ~ 
with lei, lfl ::;;; K. We may assume that a, b, care square free and also that 
they are pairwise distinct (since otherwise K > N112 and the inequality of 
Theorem 1.5 holds). Therefore we can apply Theorem 1.6. We obtain 
2 3 
x < exp (CA (logA) (AlogA + logK) (logA + loglogK)) 
for some constant c. Since x ~ (N/A) 112 the inequality of Theorem 1.5 fol-
lows. D 
Finally we state the results which we used in this§. 
PROPOSITION 1. (ROTH, SCHMIDT [6]). Suppose a 1, ••• ,an are real algebraic 
numbers such that 1,a1 , ••• ,an are linearly independent over the rationals 
and suppose o > 0. Then there exists a positive number c, depending only on 
12 
a 1 , ••• ,an and o, such t:hat for every p 1 , ••• ,pn E zz: and every q E lN one has 
PROPOSITION 2. (DIRICHLET, [6]). Suppose t:hat at least one of t:he real num-
bers a 1 , ••• ,an is irrational. Then t:here exist infinitely many distinct n-
-1/n tuples (p1/q, ... ,p /q) with p. E :?Z and q E lN and la.q-p, I < q for n 1 1 1 
i = 1, ... ,n. 
PROPOSITION 3. (BAKER, [7]). Let al, ••• ,a (where n ~ 2) be positive 
. n 
algebraic numbers of degree one or two wit:h heights at most A1, ••• ,An, re-
spectively, where A. ~ 2 for 1 $ i $ n-1 and A -~ max{A1 , .•• ,A 1 ,3}. 1 n - n-
Let B1 , ••• ,Bn be rational integers wit:h absolute values at most B (~ 2). 
Suppose t:hat A:= E~ 1 B.loga. is not zero. Then J= J J 
Cn A> exp(-n logA1 •.• logA loglogA logB) n n 
where c is some (large) absolute constant. 
PROPOSITION 4. (SCHUR, NAGELL, [8], [9]). Let D be a positive integer which 
is not a square and let £D = XD + Yo ro, where (xD I y D) is the solution of 
x 2 -oy2 = 1 wit:h (x,y) E JN2 and x+y/i5 minimal. Then eO < exp(o1121ogD). 
If the equation 
(9) 2 2 X - Dy = e, 
2 
where e E ZZ: wit:h e -1- 0, has solutions (x,y) E zz: t:hen t:here exist (finite-
ly many) solutions (s,t) E zz:2 of (9) with 
such that every solution (x,y) E zz2 of (9) has the form 
x + y/i5 = (s + tYD) £~ 
for some n E zz: and some ( s, t) • 
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§4. PROOFS OF THE THEOREMS OF §2 
First we prove the following lemma. 
LEMMA. Let m,f E lN with m ~ 2 and f ~ 2. Let n 1 , ••• ,nf be distinct integers 
1-1/m in the interval [N,N+K], where K :s; N , with the property that 
_f mi m 
n-;- 1 n. E lN for some (m1, ••. ,mf) with m. E lN and gcd(m. ,m) = 1 for i= l. l. l. 
i = 1, .•• ,f. Write n. = a.x~ with ai''xi. E lN and a. m-free (1 :s; i :s; f). l. l. l. l. 
( 1 ) P (a. ) :s; K for i = 1 , ••• , f, l. 
(2) a. :s; exp((m-1) (f-l)logK) for i = 1, .•• ,f, l. 
Then 
-1 (3) there exist at least two (three if f ~ 3) a. 's with a. :s; exp(3mKf logK), l. l. 
(4) there exist at least two (three if f ~ 3) a. 's with l. 
a. :s; exp(CmK 112 c1ogK) 112), where c is some absolute constant. l. 
PROOF. First we observe that a. f,. a. for if,. j: if a. = a., then, assuming 
i m J m __ m-1 l.1-1/i 
n. > n., we have K ~ n.-n. = a. (x. - x.) > ma.x~- > N , a contradiction. l. J l. J J l. J J J 
To prove (1), let 1 :s; i :s; f and let p be a prime divisor of a .• Since 
_f mj m l. 
TT:" 1 a. E lN, them. are relatively prime with m and a. ism-free, there J= J J l. 
exists a j with 1 :s; j :s; f, j f,. i and p I a .• Hence p I a. - a. and, since a. ,fa., J l. J l. J 
p ~ la.-a. I :s; K. To prove (2), let 1 :s; i :s; f. Observe that a. divides l. J l. 
f V (a.) 
,f\ TI p l. p J= pla. 
jf,.i J 
which divides 
f m-1 
.TI1 ( TI p) J= plaj jf,.i plai 
which divides 
f m-1 
.TI1 ( gcd ( a . , a . )) • ]= l. J 
jf,.i 
Since ai f,. aJ· for if,. j we have gcd(a.,a.) :s; la.-a.l ~Kand we infer that l. ·] l. J 
a. :s; K(m-l) (f-l)_ We now prove (3): we have 
l. 
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f 
.TI1 l.= 
f L. l v {a.) 1= p l. 
a. = TI p 
l. p 
m-1 
= { TT p) •K! p:;;;K 
E~=! #{1:,;i:,;f I pj divides a.} 
= TI p J- i 
p 
:,; KTI{K} {m-l}+K:,; ~-
If f ~ 3 we conclude that the number of 
less than f-2, hence there are at least 
If f = 2 then, by (2), a 1 and a 2 do not 
(3) • 
a. with a. > exp(mKlogK•{f-2)-1) is 
l. l. -1 . 
three a. with a. :,; exp{3mKf logK). 
l. l. 
exceed exp ( {m-1) logK) • This proves 
Finally we prove (4). Suppose A E JN with 3:,; A:,; f. We have 
A (A) 
TI < LCM[ ] TI d{ ) _< TT m-l•K 2 i=l ai - a1•···,a;i.. •1:;;;i<j:,;;\ gc ai,aj pSK p 
Hence there exist at least three ai among a 1 , ••• ,aA with 
a. :,; 
l. 
-1 A 
exp { (A-2) (mKlog3 + (2) logK)} • 
If f ~ 2 + [ {K/logK} l/2] 1/2 then we take A := 2 + [ (K/logK) ] {~ 3) and we 
1/2 1/2 
exp(CmK (logK) ) for some constant c. If tain three a. with a. :,; 
i 1/2 i 
f :,; 1 + [ (K/logK) ] then, by (2), 1/2 1/2 a. :,; exp (mK ( logK) ) for every 
l. 
1 :,; i :,; f. This proves (4) • • 
REMARK. The combination of (2) and (3) gives that a. :,; 1/2 
l. 
exp(3mK logK) 
at least two (three) a., which is only slightly weaker than (4) • 
l. 
ob-
for 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2.1. Suppose that n 1 , ••• ,nf are distinct (f ~ 2) integers 
-1 in [N,N+K], where N ~ N0 and f ~ K- cK(logK} , where c(> 0) is a sufficient-
ly small constant and N0 is a sufficiently large constant, and suppose that 
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f m· _ _m 
ni=l ni1 E .J.N for some m E JN with m ~ 2 and some (m1 , ••• ,mf) with mi E JN 
and gcd(m.,m) = 1 for i = 1, ••• ,f. We shall finally obtain a contradiction, 
1 
but first we show that K < Nl/m __ 
If o < 1/2 and N is sufficiently large and K ~ N then there exist more 
-1 than oK(logK) primes in [(N+K)/2, N+K] c [N,N+K], hence if c ~ o and No 
is sufficiently large then one of 
any other n. f n.), contradicting 
J 1 
then. is such a prime (which cannot divide 
1 
TT~ l n~i E -JJ.fl. Hence K < N. If N2/ 3 ~ 1= 1 
K(< N) then the number of primes in [N,N+K] is asymptotically K(logN)-l for 
N ~ 00 , by a well-known result of Ingham, hence, provided c < 2/3 and N0 is 
sufficiently large, there exists an. which is a prime (larger than N > K, 
. 1 f 
hence not dividing any other n. f n.), contradicting TT._1 n~i E "JJ:111. Hence 
2/3 . 2/3 J 1 1- 1 
K < N • For K0 ~ K < N , where K0 is some absolute constant, the number 
of integers v in [N,N+K] with P(v) > K exceeds K/6 (see, if necessary, the 
proof of Theorem 2 in [10]). Hence, provided K ~ K1 (c), one of the ni is 
divisible by a prime p exceeding K. Hence pt n. 
_f m· _Jn m J IT:" 1 n.J E lN, it follows therefore that p In .• 
for every n. f n. and from 
J 1 
This implies (K+l)m ~pm~ 
J= J 1/m 1 
ni ~ N+K, hence K < N • If K < K0 , where K0 is some constant, then, by 
Theorem 2.3(b), we have N < N0 (K0 ), some constant depending only on K0 • Tak-
ing N0 large enough and c sufficiently small (i.e. c < 1/2) we may therefore 
1/m 
assume that KO~ K < N in the sequel, where K0 is some suitable constant. 
We distinguish the cases m ~ 3 and m = 2 now. 
Suppose m ~ 3. In [2] it is shown that it follows from K < Nl/m, m ~ 3 
and P(a.) ~ K (which holds in view of (1) of the lemma) that all products 
1 
a.a., where 1 ~ i, j ~ f, are distinct (in particular the a. are distinct), 
1 J 1 
and also that, consequently, 
t 
a.~ 
1 
-1 -1 
x(logx) (1 + O( (logx) ) ) • 
We change (if necessary) the indices of the ai in such a way that a 1< ••• <af. 
-1 -1 Then it follows that t = Eai~~ 1 ~ at(logat) (l+O((logat) )), hence 
at ~ tlogt + tloglogt + o (t) , in particular at ~ tlogt for t ~ t 0 • Therefore 
T T 
( 10) t!Jl at ~ exp ( l log ( tlogt) +o ( 1)) = exp (TlogT + TloglogT + o (T) ) 
t=l 
for T ~ 2. For every prime divisor q of a 1 ••• af we choose an 1 ~ i(q) ~ f 
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with v (a. ( )) ~ v (a.) for j = 1, ••• ,f. Then q ]. q q J 
f 
. TT1 J.= 
E1'.1=i #{1;5;i;5;f I iFi (q)Vq and pj divides a.} 
a. = TT p J- i ]. p 
iFi(q)Vq 
m-1 j E._1 [K/p] 
;5; TT p J- ;5; K! 
p 
* Put f = f - TT (K) (~ 2) • Since there exist at most TT (K) distinct q's we ob-
tain 
f* f 
KK. 
tD'1 at :$; i!Jl a. :$; K! :$; ]. 
iFi Cq)Vq 
* -1 -1 Combining this with (10) gives f ;5; K(l - loglogK (logK) + O ( (logK) ) ) • It 
follows that f ;5; K-K(logK)-11oglogK+O(K(logK)-1), a contradiction with 
f > K- cK(logK)-l and K ~ K0 , since K0 is sufficiently large. We now consider 
the case m = 2. 
f 
As we saw in the proof of the lemma, TTi=l ai divides (K!) TTp;5;K p. Hence 
(11) 
Note that pla. if and only if v (n.) is odd. Let n(p) be an integer in ]. p ]. 
[N,N+K] with v (n(p)) ~ v (n) for every n E [N,N+K]. Then pvP(n) ;5; K for 
p p 2 ·+1 
every n F n(p) in [N,N+K]. Let j(p) be the maximal integer with p J ;5; K. 
Then it follows that 
f 
v (.TT1 a.) ;5; 1+#{1;5;i;5;f In. Fn(p), v (n.) is odd} p J.= ]. ]. p ]. 
j ( ) 
;5; 1 + r (N(2j+1) - N(2j+2)), 
j=O 
where N(i) = #{n E lN I N;5;n;5;N+K, nFn(p), ~iln} = K/pi + 0(1). It follows 
f 
that VP (TTi=l ai) ;5; K/ (p+l) + 0 (logK). Using also that K! = exp (KlogK - K + 
O(logK)), TTp;5;K p = exp(K+O(K(logK)) and vp(K!) = K/(p-1) +O(logK) we obtain 
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from (11) 
f 
i!Jl ai :s; exp(KlogK- ( (2log2)/3 + (log3)/4)K + O(K(logK)). 
Let 1 = ql < q 2 < ••• 
2 
be the increasing sequence of square free integers. Then 
q ~n t/6 fort • oo. 
t 
follows that l{=l 
2 Hence at~ qt> dt for any d < n /6 and t ~ t 0 (d). It 
f 
ai > f!d for f ~ f 0 (d), hence 
f 
i!Jl ai > exp (flogf + (logd-1) f + o (logf)). 
f Combining the bounds for TT. 1 a. we obtain f :s; K - ((2log2)/3 + (log3)/4 + l.= l. 2 
logd- l)K/logK+O(K/logK). Since (2log2)/3+ (log3)/4+log(n /6) -1 is posi-
tive we obtain a contradiction with K ~ K0 and f ~ K- cK/logK if c is suffi-
ciently small. D 
REMARKS. 
1) By including the primes 5, 7, 11, 13 in the last argument on the square 
free a. one can see that the assertion of Theorem 2.1 holds for any l. 
c < 1/2 (the 1/2 comes from the first argument in the proof), provided 
N0 is sufficiently large. 
2) It is implicit in the proof that if n 1 , ••• ,nf are distinct (f ~ 2) inte-
gers in [N,N+K] with N ~ N0 , K :s; Nl/3 and f ~ K-cK(logK)-lloglogK for 
f m· _ __m 
some c < 1 and N0 sufficiently large, then TT. 1 n. 1. i 1N for any m E JN 1.= l. 
with m ~ 3 and any (m1, ••• ,mf) with mi E lN and gcd(mi,m) = 1 for 
i = 1, .•• ,f. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2.2. First we suppose that m ~ 3, 3 :s; K :s; Nl-l/m and that 
f m· m 
n 1 , •.• ,nf are distinct (f ~ 2) integers in [N,N+K] with TTi=l nil. E JN for 
some (m1 , .•• ,mf) with mi E JN and gcd(mi,m) = 1 for i = 1, .•• ,f. Writing 
n. = a.x~ with a. m-free, as in the lemma, we obtain, from (2) of the lemma, l. l. l. l. 
t di t . t' t m d m 'th < K(m-l) (f-l) =.· H 1.'n [N N+K] wo s inc in egers a 1x1 an a 2x2 wi ai - , • 
From inequality (2) of Theorem 1.4 we obtain 
em4 f K logKloglogK > logN. 
£(f m) 4 -1 Hence K >> (logN) ' holds for every E(f,m) with O < E(f,m) < (Cm f) . 
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Now we consider the case m = 2. If f = 2, then, trivially, n. = ax~ for some 
l. l. 
a E lN and i = 1,2, hence K > N112 and therefore K >> (logN)E( 2 , 2) holds for 
every positive number £(2,2). We assume f ~ 3 now. By (2) of the lemma we 
haven. = a.x~, with a. ~ Kf-l for i = 1, ••• ,f. Hence [N,N+K] contains the 
i i i i f-1 
distinct integers a.x?, i = 1,2,3, where a. ~ K =:A.By Theorem 1.5 we l. l. l. . 
infer that K3 (f-l) (flogK) 5 >> logN. This implies that K >> (logN)E(f, 2) holds 
for every E(f,2) with 0 < E(f,2} < (3(f-1}}-1 • This proves part (a} of Theo-
rem 2.2. 
To prove part (b} we argue similarly, but we use (3) of the lemma in-
-1 
stead of (2). We then obtain ai ~ K3mo =: A for at least two (three} ai. 
It follows that K >> (logN)E(o,m} for every e(o,m) with O < e(o,m) < o/(9m) •• 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2.3. To prove part (a} we argue the same as in the proof of 
Theorem 2.2, but we use (4) of the lemma instead of (2) or (3). In case m ~ 3 
and TTi=l n:i E ~ we obtain two distinct integers a 1x~ and a 2x; in [N,N+K] 
with ai ~ exp(CmK112 clogK} 112 } =: H. By inequality (2) of Theorem 1.4 we ob-
tain 
exp(cm4 (KlogK) 1/ 2})1ogKloglogK > logN, 
-8 2 -1 
which implies K >> m (loglogN) (logloglogN} • 
If m = 2 then the assertion trivially holds for f = 2 as we saw in the 
proof of Theorem 2.2. Assuming f ~ 3 we obtain, by (4) of the lemma, three 
distinct integers aixf with a. ~ exp(C(KlogK) 112) =:A.From Theorem 1.5 we 
1/2 1 infer exp(C' (KlogK) } > logN for some suitable C' > 0. Hence 
2 -1 K >> (loglogN} (logloglogN) • 
We now prove part (b). Suppose n 1 , ••• ,nf are distinct (f ~ 2) in [N,N+K] 
and rf. 1 n~i E lNm for some m E JN with m ~ 2 and some m. E JN with i= l. l. 
gcd(m. ,m) = 1 for i = 1, ••• ,f. We shall prove that K >> logloglogN. If m = 2 
l. 
then this follows from part (a}. We assume m ~ 3, and also that K ~ N112 • We 
have nl.. = a.x~ with a. m-free and a. ~ exp(CID(KlogK} 112) for at least two a 1., l. l. l. l. 
say for a 1 and a 2 • We apply inequality (1) of Theorem 1.4, with cr = 1/2, and 
obtain m/logm ~ 2C(a1/a2). We show that C(a1/a2) ~ exp(CK} for some constant 
c. If a 1/a2 = 1 then this holds, since C(l) = 1. By (1) of the lemma we have 
( ) 1 2 / al <lt . h . P ai ~ K for i = , • Writing a 1 a 2 = p 1 ••• pt wit primes pi and 
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ai E Zl.: - { 0}, we have p 1 < ••• <pt s K and t s TT (K) • In view of the definition 
of C(a1/a2) it follows that C(a1/a2 ) s (t+l)Cot(logP)tloglogP < exp(CK) for 
some c. Hence m < exp(CK) for some constant C and, therefore, a. < 
i 
expexp ( CK) =: H for some c and i = 1 , 2. From ( 2) of Theorem 1 • 4 we conclude 
that expexp(CK) > logN for some constant C, in other words K >> logloglogN.O 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2.4. We shall use the following (elementary) fact (see, for 
example, [11]) 
(12) There exists an infinite set S of positive integers such that the 
nwilber f(N) of integers n in [N,N+K(N)] with P(n) s P0 (N) =: 
exp((logNloglogN) 112 ) satisfies f(N) > (P0 (N)) 2 for every NE s. 
Let m E JN with m ~ 2. For every set T which consists of [f(N)/2] distinct 
integers n in [N,N+K(N)] with P(n) s P0 (N) we define q>(T) as the tuple 
qi (T) = ( l v (t)mod m) <p (N) . • tET p P- 0 ,p prime 
f(N) The number of distinct sets Tis ([f(N)/2]) and the number of distinct tuples 
qi(T) is at most mTT(Po(N)). Hence there exists a tuple v = (vp)pSPo(N) = v(N) 
such that the number of distinct sets T with q>(T) =vis at least 
f (N) -TT (Po (N) ) • ([f(N)/2])m • In view of (12) there exist for every NE S with 
N ~ N0 (m} (defining an infinite set Nm) m distinct sets T1 , ••• ,Tm with 
q>(T.) = v(N) for i = 1, ••• ,m: 
i 
for N ~ N0 (m), NE s. 
Hence TTtETi t E TTpSPc(N} pvP.nfl for i = 1, ••• ,m. Let n 1 , ••• ,ng be the dis-
tinct integers in T1u ••• uT and let m. be the number of j with 1 s j s m and m i 
n. ET., for i = 1, ••• ,g. Then 1 s m. s m for 1 sis g and TT? 1 i J i i= 
~=l TTtETi t E "Ilf1, while Ei=l mi= m[f(N)/2]. Deleting those ni 
n 1 , ••• ,ng with mi= m we obtain distinct integers ni,···,nf in [N,N+K(N)] 
and integers m! E {1, ••. ,m-1} for 1 sis f with TT~ 1 (n!)mi E "Ilf1. Since i i= i 
20 
f i:. 1 m! is a nonnegative multiple of m, but not zero (otherwise T1 = ••• = Tm' 1.= 1. 
a contradiction) , we have f ~ 2 •. D 
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